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PROFESSIONAL WORK
Açı Architecture

Sapanca, TURKEY

Sapanca Hill House (designed and visualized)
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Sapanca known with its natural beauty and 
peace also it is a less density area. The project 
is located on one of the sloping, nice view hill. 

The project typology is a residence. It has 5 
bedroom, one main living room, kitchen and 
service rooms. Total indoor is 580 sqm.



Placing the project in four different level according to their elevation difference. The building located to view and sun direction. Living room,kitchen and bedrooms are on the ground floor, master bedroom is on the -1st 
floor to privacy. The bottom of the ground floor created empty to offer a semi-open area.



PERSONAL WORKS

Balikesir, TURKEY

Balikesir Summer House Interıor
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Summer house belongs to a four mem-
bered family, it is located in a seaside town. 
This location is known for its beaches and 
natural beatuies. In this project, the interior 
of the house is renovated. A new cosy inte-
rior propasol has been made. Renovated 
area is 130 sqm.

Designed and visualized



In the beggining of this project the living room consist of four different separeted rooms and it makes 
the living room functionless. The walls were removed to make the space more usable. The space 
transformed into an open kitcen and living room. 



RUSSIAN CULTURAL CENTER

Ankara, TURKEY

Fourth Year
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Ankara is capital city of Turkey,  and many em-
bassies locates in this project’s neighbourhood.
Aim of this project is designing a cultural 
center for a country. Cultural center must 
represent a features of a country. In this pro-
ject Russia is choosen for representing. Russian 
constructivisim is interpreted on at the present 
time.



-Creating Public Space  Starting Point                     Proposal -Transition between streets

DESIGNING A PUBLIC BUILDING VERTICALLY??







                                         +41.00 Floor              +28.00  Floor       +20.00  Floor               +17.00 Floor



                                                    +10.00 Floor              +2.00  Floor       +0.00  Floor               -11.00 Floor





Russian contstructivism is known for its innovator movements in between 1900-1930. then constructivism transforms into modern movements. In this project innovator movements are reinter-
preted in today’s conditions. In response to these,  started the project with the idea of   designing the building vertically for an innovative design. Ground floor of building leave empty for creat-
ing a public space. In cultural center every floor and every open area has different using. As you go up, you can experience different experiences in different places.
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Persembe Pazarı  is the historical coastal 
area in Galata. This field has undergone many 
changes over the years. Now, there area  many 
local  sub-industry shops are located such as; 
hardwares, machine shops..  Generally, people 
use Persembe Pazarı at the weekdays, work-
hours other than that, it’s always empty.  In this 
project, it was investigated what can be done to 
revitalize this region. 
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